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Introduction 
 
The main objective of this document is to provide a foundation for the development of an 
integrated simulation environment under SOFIA framework which serves for optimization of 
an isolated, or grid-connected, micro-grid with its own production and storage capabilities. 
 
This solution brings advancement of the state of the art related to the energy dispatch, and 
generally energy management, both at the level of a single entity as well as neighbourhood 
level. Starting from a single entity, this advancement is achieved through enrichment of the 
existing Energy Hub concept [1], leveraging on the supply side optimization, with additional, 
complementary, optimization of the demand side as well. It was believed that this holistic 
approach will only bring additional improvements to the overall performance of energy 
management. However, considering that this was just a hypothesis, a significant RTD work 
was documented here, depicting the necessary simulations performed which prove and justify 
the merging of these two concepts. Therefore, a natural evolution of Energy-Hub concept 
towards comprehensive SOFIA EMS (Energy Management System) solution was depicted. 
 
The following are basic features and objectives of the existing Energy-Hub concept and 
corresponding modelling framework are presented. Moreover, a necessary and crucial 
distinction between the two operational scenarios of the framework, Planning optimization 
and Operation optimization, is revealed. 
The core aspects of this framework, both functional and technical, are further revealed. 
Therefore, a necessary distinction between existing concept’s features and the ones proposed 
by the SOFIA project are presented. This was done through systematic evolution of Energy-
Hub model towards SOFIA’s integrated concept model, given in several steps, using a simple 
demonstration use case, with provisional load profile and applied energy pricing scheme. 
Starting from the baseline scenario which represents the case in which there is no 
optimization of any kind and in which the user demand is satisfied straight forwardly from a 
single energy carrier which offers the highest energy conversion efficiency, which is the most 
common situation that can be widely acknowledged throughout the world. The following is 
the scenario where only a Demand Side Management (DSM) [2] approach is applied and 
corresponding optimization process is naturally performed at the demand side through 
systematic modification of requested loads with the corresponding constraints. Next is the 
scenario where Energy-Hub concept alone is involved. Unlike previous scenario, this one 
includes optimization of the supply side exploiting the conversion potential of particular 
entity. 
Finally, the fourth scenario merges the previous two and offers optimization of both supply 
and demand side. The last scenario actually represents the principles of the core SOFIA 
optimization engine. Furthermore, the remainder of the subsection defines how this solution 
can be extended from the entity level towards the neighbourhood level. 
 
Multi-carrier system optimization framework 
 
The integrated SOFIA framework aims at increasing overall energy efficiency through 
optimization of different energy carriers contributions used to satisfy the desired energy 
demand. Namely, the concept leverages on the conversion potential of particular entity 
together with its diverse energy supply infrastructures, which allows for flexible selection of 
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the best energy carrier, or their combination, to deliver desired type of energy. As such, the 
concept can be applied in two characteristic use scenarios, defined as following: 
 

• Planning optimization - An off-line / design scenario aiming to suggest an optimal 
system configuration based on typical (historical) energy demand, with respect to 
given criteria: investment costs minimization, emission minimization, profit 
maximization, import minimization etc. 

• Operation optimization - An on-line/closed-loop scenario aiming to provide set-
points/schedules for existing system configuration to ensure the system is operating at 
given objectives: minimum cost, minimum emissions, minimum import etc. 

Optimization engine 

The main objective of Energy-Hub framework deployment, at the entity level, is to optimize 
the entering energy flows, corresponding energy conversion and, finally, status of existing 
storage systems in order to satisfy the desired energy demand (end use) in an optimal way. 
Depending on available degrees of freedom for the optimization procedure, i.e. the number of 
energy carriers, conversion capabilities and variable energy pricing, this framework can 
reduce the operation costs significantly. 
 
The aim of the undertaken research was to try to evaluate, and eventually justify, the merging 
of the Energy-Hub concept with another, well known, concept of Demand Side Management 
(DSM). To be able to perform such an ambitious task, both “supply” and “demand” side 
should be considered within optimization process. Considering that Energy-Hub deals with 
the “supply” side, whereas DSM tackles the “demand”, merging the two concepts should 
successfully exploit the benefits of these complementary concepts. 
 
The hybrid concept can, therefore, be represented as a single Energy-Hub with additional 
DSM optimization engine which takes into account various load management techniques 
such as peak shaving, load shifting, valley filling etc. However, having in mind that the 
Energy-Hub concept already takes into account the dynamic pricing for each energy carrier, it 
basically “moves” the consumption towards to the time intervals with lower energy prices. 
Therefore, there was a reasonable doubt if the introduction of DSM in the overall 
optimization will lead to the improvement of performance at all. Furthermore, another 
question might be raised, i.e. if this hybrid solution will bring enough improvement that 
would justify the introduction of another optimization engine, which will certainly increase 
the computational efforts and extend the simulation process. Furthermore, the potential 
resolution of control actions, which will be found as output of the simulation, can be 
significantly decreased as a consequence of additional computation. However, this issue is 
highly dependent on the actual case and some figures for comparison will be presented in the 
following. 
 
In order to support the proposed concept, a following simple scenario was implemented and 
different optimization procedures were tested for comparison. 
 
Use Case: 
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The hybrid concept was tested on the use case representing a single entity, where an Energy-
Hub framework was established for a single energy infrastructure. The Hub itself was defined 
with the two supply energy carriers (P), two renewable energy sources (R) and the two loads 
(L) together with the corresponding conversion elements (C) and with NO storage elements, 
as depicted in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: SOFIA Energy-Hub model 

 
In order to properly evaluate impact of both Energy-Hub and DSM optimization, a baseline 
energy dispatch scenario was set-up, where no energy dispatch optimization was performed. 
This baseline scenario was then followed by three characteristic energy dispatch scenarios, 
completing the list as following: 
 

a. no EH, no DSM – baseline scenario in which there is no energy dispatch 
optimization; 

b. No EH, DSM – scenario in which only DSM optimization was performed, thus 
representing the “demand side optimization”; 

c. EH, no DSM – scenario in which only Energy Hub optimization was performed, thus 
representing the “supply side optimization”; 

d. EH, DSM – scenario in which both Energy Hub and DSM optimization were 
performed, thus achieving both supply and demand side optimization; 

 
All four scenarios were simulated under the same conditions, i.e. the same energy prices, 
renewable energy contribution and finally the same requested energy demand, previously 
presented. Although some procedures, considered as part of DSM concept, suggest decrease 
or even increase of overall energy demand, in the scenarios where DSM optimization was 
performed (b. and d.) it was considered that the total energy demand per carrier remained the 
same as in other scenarios. In this way, different scenarios could be meaningfully compared 
and benchmarked. 
 

a. No EH, no DSM 
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The main objective of the first scenario was to establish the baseline, where no optimization 
was performed neither at supply nor demand side. This baseline was used to measure the 
benefits coming from the application of different optimization alternatives.  
Having in mind different conversion capabilities of the Hub, depicted in Figure 1, the 
baseline scenario was set up simply by selecting the best conversion option and applying it to 
each supply carrier throughout the simulation, while satisfying the desired demand. 
Furthermore, based on the given inputs, price of each energy carrier as well as contribution of 
renewable energy sources was evaluated at each time step of the simulation. 
The simulation results offer typical output which includes the time distribution of energy 
supply and demand vector as well as total costs derived from the corresponding energy 
dispatch, respectively. 
 
Comparing the supply and demand, an unusual mismatch between electricity demand and 
electricity supply can be noticed at the first sight. However, this difference comes from the 
fact that the renewable energy sources have significant contribution in the overall electricity 
supply. 
The same effect can be seen in the time distribution of total energy dispatch costs. Namely, 
considering the peak energy production, coming mainly from the PV plant, the costs around 
the mid day are minimal. Furthermore, it should be emphasized that in this particular setting 
of the Hub, possibility of energy export (mainly renewable) was not taken into consideration. 
In spite of stimulating prices for energy export, described within a country’s feed-in tariff 
scheme, the main objective of these simulations was to test different optimization procedures 
that leverage themselves mainly on the Hub’s conversion capabilities as well as efficient 
demand management. 
 

b. No EH, DSM 

The second scenario represents the first step towards the decrease of overall energy dispatch 
costs. More precisely, this scenario considers application of DSM procedures for achieving 
this ambitious objective. 
The term DSM usually applies to a wide range of measures, divided into three main 
categories: 

• Energy conservation programmes 
• Load management programmes 
• Increased electricity demand programmes 

However, for the sake of this research, only Load management (LM) was considered as this 
approach represents any kind of manipulation with the load profile which can reduce the 
operation costs. The typical procedures within LM concept are Peak clipping, Valley filling, 
Load shifting, Strategic Conservation, Strategic Growth and Flexible Load Shape. These 
procedures are usually implemented through heuristics derived from an actual energy bill 
analysis, performed by an energy manager at particular site. However, in order to reach an 
optimal solution it is necessary to apply some kind of systematic search for appropriate 
energy demand profile that will yield the minimum costs. It should be emphasized though 
that the level of freedom for this search is limited due to constraints related to initial demand 
profile. These constraints should actually reflect the nature of particular demand profile, i.e. 
its breakdown to critical, curtailable and reschedulable loads. Therefore, before applying the 
proposed optimization a careful demand profile characterization should be performed and the 
corresponding constraints should be defined. 
For the purpose of this example the following were adopted: 
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• Total load per energy carrier remained the same. 
• Electricity load was allowed to vary within relative margins of ±3 p.u. with additional 

constraint of maximum absolute value of 10 p.u. 
• Natural gas load was allowed to vary within relative margins of ±3 p.u. with no 

additional constraints as regards of maximum absolute value. 

Finally, the “systematic search” for optimal energy demand profile, within given constraints, 
was needed. For this purpose a Genetic Algorithm (GA) [3] was introduced. This generic 
optimization framework delivers very good results and offers rather high flexibility when it 
comes to the constraints for a given optimization problem. 
The GA was implemented by setting the total loads as a single individual of the population. 
This includes all carriers throughout the desired time frame. A set of these individuals 
represent a population which evolves, through generations (namely the iterations), to an 
optimal solution. The size of population, as well as number of generations, can be arbitrarily 
defined for each GA. They usually depend on the convergence nature of the actual 
optimization problem, i.e. the fitness function. Nevertheless, these parameters have a great 
impact on the duration of the optimization process and therefore should be carefully selected. 
 
For the purpose of this example simulation the following GA parameters were adopted: 

- 2 elite individuals 
- 60% population crossover 
- 40 % population mutation 
- 100 individuals 
- (each individual 24 values) 
- 500 generations 

Although a common procedure is to leave the GA engine to initialize the first population, by 
setting the random vectors for each individual, we have decided to use the desired load as a 
starting point, i.e. one of the individuals of the first population. As stated in the list of 
parameters, each generation has two elite individuals which are transferred to the next 
generation without crossover or mutation. 
 
Also, the two parameters suggesting the percentage of population for crossover and 
population can steer the optimization process towards either local or global optimal solution. 
Naturally, in case of higher mutation there is a greater chance of finding a global optimal 
solution whereas higher crossover tends to get “stuck” in some local optimal solution. 
However, these two parameters also have a significant influence on the duration of the 
convergence process, as the higher mutation percentage typically extends the search time. 
 
However, the greatest impact on the duration of optimization process lies in the number of 
individuals as well as number of generations. Naturally, the higher these numbers are, the 
better will be the final solution. Nevertheless, a high number of individuals and/or 
generations cannot always be justifiable with the achieved results. Therefore it is a good 
practice to run an optimization for a large number of individuals for many generations and to 
observe the evolution of the solution. Usually, the solution tends to reach rather acceptable 
level after just a couple of generation and save the precious time and computational effort. 
 
This leads to another aspect of the optimization process which is commonly known as the 
stopping criterion. This criterion determines when the optimization process is finished and 
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the “optimal” solution is reached. However, this can only be regarded as a close to optimal 
solution with respect to given criterion. For this purpose a GA offers two alternatives: the 
maximum number of generations in the optimization and the minimal deviation between the 
solutions in the consequent generations. Whenever one of these two criteria is reached the 
optimization process stops and the solution is offered. In the example simulation, which 
results are presented in the following figures, number of generations was intentionally very 
high in order to depict the convergence process. 
 
Similarly as in the baseline scenario, the simulation results are reported in the following 
figures: the time distribution of energy supply vector, energy demand vector and yielded 
energy dispatch costs. Finally, a diagram depicting the convergence of GA to an optimal 
solution, in this particular example, is offered at Figure 2. The total simulation time was just 
under five hours, though significant optimization results were achieved much before. 

 
Figure 2: GA results “No EH, DSM” (Best: 357.8) 

 
c. EH, no DSM 

The third scenario represents the case in which the optimization process leverages itself only 
to the Energy Hub concept. This means that optimization is performed only at the supply 
side, utilizing different conversion alternatives while taking into consideration dynamic 
energy prices. 
In case of EH optimization, a significant part of the simulation outputs represents the set of 
dispatch factors, determined at each time step of the simulation. These dispatch factors are 
represented by a matrix, for each time step, suggesting the breakdown of each energy carrier 
for satisfaction of each load. 
 

d. EH, DSM 

Finally, the fourth scenario combines the previous two approaches by performing the 
optimization both at the supply and demand side meaning that both profiles are found as the 
result of the optimization. For the optimization of supply side Energy Hub concept was 
utilized whereas for the demand side a previously mentioned GA algorithm was hired. 
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Although the two approaches bring valuable improvements when applied independently, it 
was not immediately clear if they will bring further, significant, improvements when applied 
jointly. The reason for this scepticism lies in the fact that Energy Hub concept alone forces 
the utilization of carriers with respect to the actual energy prices and that additional “shifting” 
(or some other operation) of loads might be redundant and would bring very little benefits, 
comparing to the significant additional computational efforts and extended optimization time. 
However, the results achieved prove that this hybrid approach, which optimizes both demand 
and supply side, can bring valuable results which can be easily quantifiable and justifiable. 
 
As far as the implementation is concerned, this hybrid approach consists of two “loops”, the 
inner one which is based on the EH concept and the outer based on the GA. This means that 
for each individual of the GA a separate EH optimization is run. In that way the search space 
is extended as much as possible but with respect to the given constraints regarding the 
modification of loads. The same as in the second scenario, the total energy delivered per load 
remained constant before and after the optimization. 
 
It is noted, even without a detailed analysis, that a demand profile is balanced unlike the 
supply profile, which basically follows the curve of energy prices for each energy carrier, 
thus achieving the lowest energy dispatch costs. 
Using the same settings for the GA as in the second scenario the evolution of the offered 
solution is depicted in Figure 3. Again, the optimization process took around five hours. 
However, similarly as in previous case, the most significant results were achieved at the very 
beginning of the process. Looking at the same figure, around the 250th generation, it should 
be pointed out though that in some cases the mutation process can prevent getting stuck in 
some local minimum (which lasted for about 230 generations.) and greatly contribute to the 
improvement of the achieved results. However, this is clearly a compromise between the 
length of simulation run and achieved results, which has to be specifically defined for each 
use case scenario. 
  

 
Figure 3: GA results “EH, DSM” (Best: 317.9) 

 
Comparison of simulation results 
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Having in mind the simulation results from the four scenarios described a comparison of their 
performance is given in Table 1, depicting both absolute and relative energy dispatch costs. It 
is immediately obvious that the joint optimization of both supply and demand side, proposed 
by the SOFIA concept, is well justified. Moreover, this table suggests the decrease of 
dispatch costs up to 25%, for a given scenario. Although these figures will greatly vary 
depending on many parameters such as energy price profile per carrier, the desired energy 
demand and the Hub architecture, the benefits coming from this joint optimization approach 
are undoubted. 
 

Table 1: Simulation results comparison 
 
 Optimization a. No EH, No DSM b. No EH,  DSM c. EH, No DSM d. EH, DSM 
m.u. 419.61 369.72 357.82 317.92 
% 100.00 88.11 85.27 75.77 
 
Although the above table suggests also the order of performance for different scenarios it 
should be pointed out that the relative order between the second (b.) and the third (c.) 
scenario depends greatly on the previously mentioned parameters. Nevertheless, the other 
two scenarios remained at the two ends of the performance curve, regardless of the input 
parameters. 

 
Figure 4: Total costs comparison 

 
The time distribution of energy dispatch costs for all four scenarios are presented at the same 
figure (Figure 4), for easier comparison. 
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Conclusion 
 
The presented technical solution provides the basis for the development of an integrated 
simulation environment under SOFIA framework which serves for optimization of a multi-
carrier micro-grid along with its own production and storage capabilities. 
 
Starting from existing Energy Hub concept a new, holistic approach was proposed, enriching 
this concept by leveraging both on the supply side optimization, with additional, 
complementary, optimization of the demand side as well. Significant RTD work was 
presented through simulations which prove and justify the merging of these two concepts. 
Therefore, a natural evolution of Energy-Hub concept towards comprehensive SOFIA EMS 
(Energy Management System) solution was depicted. 
 
A distinction between the two operational scenarios of the framework was presented. Thus a 
Planning optimization and Operation optimization, scenarios were revealed. This was done 
through systematic evolution of Energy-Hub model towards SOFIA’s integrated concept 
model, given in several steps, using a simple demonstration use case, with provisional load 
profile and applied energy pricing scheme. Starting from the baseline scenario which 
represents the case in which there is no optimization of any kind and in which the user 
demand is satisfied straight forwardly from a single energy carrier which offers the highest 
energy conversion efficiency, which is the most common situation that can be widely 
acknowledged throughout the world. The following was the scenario where only a DSM 
approach is applied and corresponding optimization process is naturally performed at the 
demand side through systematic modification of requested loads with the corresponding 
constraints. Following is the scenario where Energy-Hub concept alone was applied. Unlike 
previous scenario, this one includes optimization of the supply side exploiting the conversion 
potential of particular entity. Lastly, a scenario that merges the previous two and offers 
optimization of both supply and demand side was elaborated. The last scenario actually 
represents the principles of the core SOFIA optimization engine. 
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